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Abstract: Because of the shortcomings associated with their scattering patterns, both the
chessboard and cubic phased metasurfaces show non-perfect diffusion and hence sub-optimal
radar cross section reduction (RCSR) properties. This paper presents a novel and powerful hybrid
RCSR design approach for diffusive scattering by combining the unique attributes of cubic phase
and chessboard phase profiles. The hybrid phase distribution is achieved by simultaneously
imposing two distinct phase profiles (chessboard and cubic) on the hybrid metasurface area
with the aid of geometric phase theory to further enhance the diffusive scattering and RCSR.
It is shown in this paper that through the integration of cubic and chessboard phase profiles,
a metasurface with the hybrid phase mask successfully overcomes all the above issues and
shortcomings related to the RCSR of both chessboard and cubic metasurfaces. In addition, the
proposed design leverages the unique scattering properties offered by these distinct phase profiles
to achieve enhanced stealth capabilities over wide frequency ranges and for large incidence
angles. Simulation and measurement results show that the designed hybrid metasurfaces using
the proposed strategy achieved RCSR and low-level diffused scattering patterns from 12–28 GHz
(80%) for normal incidence of a far-field CP radar plane wave. The hybrid metasurface shows
a stable angular diffusion and RCSR performance when the azimuthal and elevation incidence
angles are in the range of 0°→± 75° which is wider than other designs in the literature. Therefore,
this work can make objects significantly less detectable in complex radar environments when
enhanced stealth is required.
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journal citation, and DOI.

1. Introduction

Modern stealth technology demands innovative material solutions to effectively minimize the
backscattering and maximize the radar-cross-section reduction (RCSR) of various objects [1].
Achieving effective stealth capabilities, minimizing the detectability of objects, and enhancing
their performance in radar environments are crucial challenges in domains ranging from defense
and aerospace to telecommunications and remote sensing. Traditional methods for stealth and
RCSR often focus on altering the shape of objects or incorporating radar-absorbing materials,
but these approaches have limitations, especially when considering complex geometries and
diverse incident angles [2–4]. Metasurfaces, a class of artificially engineered surfaces with
subwavelength meta-atoms, have emerged as a revolutionary technology with the potential to
manipulate the EM wave properties such as phase, amplitude, and polarization [5–9]. While
metasurface have gained significant attention for their capabilities in creating lenses [10–12],
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beam steering [13], and frequency-selective surfaces [14], their potential for diffusion and RCSR,
especially at oblique and non-specular angles, remains a promising and current research topic.

Inspired by the alternating pattern of colors on a chessboard, metasurfaces with a configuration
of two-phase states (i.e., 0° and 180°) have been designed in the literature and called chessboard
metasurfaces to effectively reduce the monostatic RCS under normal incidence [15–17]. The most
important advantage of such chessboard configurations is that a properly designed chessboard
metasurface can be engineered to operate across a wide range of radar frequencies, leading
to broadband monostatic RCSR in the boresight direction. While a chessboard metasurface
has unique potential for reflection suppression in the boresight direction, it also has certain
limitations and potential shortcomings in terms of scattering patterns, polarization sensitivity,
and response under oblique incidence. The RCSR performance of a chessboard metasurface is
polarization sensitive [18]. The scattering pattern effectiveness may vary with the polarization of
the incident radar EM wave, potentially limiting the RCSR capabilities as the polarization of the
incoming wave is unknown in real world applications [19]. Chessboard metasurfaces may not
be the best option for oblique incidence angles as the RCSR of such metasurfaces deteriorates
significantly for off-normal angles of incidence. In addition, chessboard metasurfaces produce
a scattering pattern with four lobes of strong diffraction in some directions which limits their
use for bistatic RCSR. Thus, digital coding metasurfaces were proposed in the literature and
successfully overcame these limitations associated with the chessboard metasurface approach
[20–23]. However, these coding metasurfaces have a complicated design challenge related to
finding the optimum 1-bit, 2-bit, or even 3-bit random phase distribution for significant RCSR.
This requires the use of various optimization techniques and repeated numerical simulations to
reach the optimum random coding sequence and to evaluate the scattering and EM responses of
the random coding metasurfaces. For instance, this step involves refining the phase distribution
iteratively based on the desired diffusion objectives, which is a lengthy process and needs a huge
computational resource. The lack of an easy-to-solve phase design formula makes the coding
metasurface design hard to be reproduced by other researchers. Recently a cubic phase profile
metasurface, for accelerated beam generation, is a novel concept that combines the advanced
beam-shaping capabilities of a cubic phase metasurface with the concept of beam acceleration
[24–27]. The cubic phase profile can be designed to achieve complex beam shaping, including
creating highly focused beams, generating customized wave patterns, or steering beams in specific
directions [28,29].

In this context, this paper aims to delve into the application of hybrid metasurface for both
diffusion control and RCSR of a metallic plate under wide incident angles. An innovative design
strategy based on the combination and integration of two distinct phase profiles (chessboard and
cubic) are used to achieve a hybrid phase mask that overcomes all limitation associated with the
chessboard, cubic, and random coding metasurfaces. The presented hybrid metasurface has a
design formula for the phase calculation which ensures RCSR> 10 dB from 12–28 GHz (80%)
and maximum incident angles in both azimuthal and elevation planes of ±75°.

2. Reflective geometric phase meta-atom design

In this section, the design and simulation methodology for the individual meta-atom that compose
the hybrid metasurface is presented employing the CST Microwave Studio software as the
simulation tool. Meta-atoms serve as the fundamental building blocks of the metasurface
structure. Alongside the phase distribution across the metasurface aperture, the properties of
these meta-atoms play a pivotal role in shaping the overall electromagnetic response of the hybrid
metasurface. The structure of the meta-atom used in this paper is depicted in Fig. 1, whose
periodicity P= 4.8 mm. The designed meta-atom is composed of a copper strip patterned on the
topside of a dielectric board (RO4003C, thickness h= 2.03 mm and εr = 2.2) and backed with
solid copper ground plane layer. The thickness of the copper layers of the meta-atom is 18 µm and
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the optimized physical dimensions of the meta-atom are L= 1.4 mm, S= 0.4 mm, M = 1.3 mm,
and N = 0.2 mm. The simulated reflection characteristics (amplitude and phase) of the meta-atom
were computed using CST Microwave Studio software with Floquet ports and periodic boundary
conditions as shown in Fig. 1. A graph displaying the amplitudes (cross-pol and co-pol) of the
meta-atom’s reflection coefficients is depicted in Fig. 1(b). When exposed to a CP incident plane
wave, the meta-atom’s unique anisotropic geometry leads to three distinct resonances (according
to Faraday’s law) in the meta-atom’s reflection characteristics that result in varying phase shifts,
influencing its interaction with incident electromagnetic waves at 15.2, 18.1, and 24.3 GHz as
shown in Fig. 1(b). The anisotropic meta-atom exhibits strong co-polarized (co-pol) reflection
response close to 0 dB, while maintaining low cross-polarized (cross-pol) reflection of less than
−18 dB from 12.8 GHz to 26 GHz. The plot in Fig. 1(c) illustrates the change in the geometric
reflection phase (ϕGeometric) of the co-pol reflection component of the meta-atom as it undergoes
rotation. The graph showcases how altering the meta-atom’s orientation angle (ψ) results in a
dynamic shift in the reflected phase of the co-pol component which cover the 360° phase range
required for efficient manipulation of EM wave diffusion and hence RCSR. It is worth mentioning
that the meta-atom satisfies the geometric phase requirements and ϕGeometric =±2ψ and therefore,
any phase compensation value between 0° and 360° on the metasurface area can be achieved by
rotating the meta-atom to the desired angle [30].

          Front View                                          Side View                                            3D View

              
(a)

   
                                               (b)                                                                                            (c)

Fig. 1. (a) Front, side, and 3D views of the reflective geometric phase meta-atom. (b) A
graph depicting the simulated amplitudes of the meta-atom’s reflection coefficients as
functions of frequency with a CP plane wave normally impinging on the meta-atom. (c) Plot
illustrating the simulated geometric reflection phase response of the meta-atom as a function
of the meta-atom rotation angle (ψ) varying from 0° to 180°.
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3. Hybrid metasurface design and results

The concept of combining cubic and chessboard phase profiles in a single metasurface aims to
capitalize on their complementary scattering behaviors and to overcome all issues related to their
RCSR shortcomings as shown in Fig. 2. The cubic phase introduces gradual phase shifts across
the metasurface, resulting in controlled redirection of incident waves [31–33]. On the other
hand, the chessboard phase profile alternates between two discrete phase values (0° and 180°),
contributing to the mitigation of specular reflections. This innovative hybrid approach aims to
achieve enhanced RCSR capabilities and more uniformly diffused scattering patterns through
the cooperative effects of these two distinct phase manipulation techniques. Cubic, chessboard,
and hybrid metasurfaces composed of 40× 40 meta-atoms and occupying a volumetric size of
192× 192× 2.03 mm3 were designed and their diffusion and RCSR performance was evaluated
using CST Microwave Studio. Three phase profiles, namely cubic phase (ϕCubic), chessboard
phase (ϕChess), and hybrid phase (ϕHybrid), have been calculated using Eqs. (1), (2), and (3)

Fig. 2. Calculated cubic, chessboard, and hybrid phase profiles (top row) and their typical
3D scattering patterns (middle row), and the three designed metasurfaces (bottom row)
with 5× magnification inset images. All metasurfaces contains 40× 40 meta-atoms and the
maximum linear dimension is D= 192 mm.
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Fig. 3. Simulated 3D scattering patterns of the cubic, chessboard, and hybrid metasurfaces
when normally exposed to a far-field CP plane waves at various frequencies.

[24–29]. In these formulas, xc and yc represent the coordinates of the meta-atom in the xy-plane,
α= 25 is the phase shift constant of the ideal cubic phase, and D= 192 mm is the maximum
linear dimension of the three metasurfaces.

ϕCubic (xc, yc) =
α

D3 (x
3
c + y3

c) (1)

ϕChess (xc, yc) = 0o or 180◦ (2)

ϕHybrid (xc, yc) = ϕChess (xc, yc) + ϕCubic (xc, yc) (3)

The calculated phase profiles calculated based on Eqs. (1), (2), and (3) are shown in Fig. 2
(top row). As can be seen in Fig. 2 (top row), the 2D cubic phase profile is asymmetric and
varies cubically across the metasurface in the xy-plane. This introduces a more complex phase
distribution compared to linear or quadratic phase profiles. Asymmetrical phase profiles can
lead to unconventional wavefront shaping and scattering behavior. By introducing variations in
the phase that do not exhibit symmetry, one can create more complex scattering patterns and
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(a)

                         14 GHz                                  20 GHz                                 24 GHz

     

 

 
(b)

Fig. 4. (a) Simulated 2D polar plots of the far-field scattering patterns of the three metasur-
faces. (b) Simulated backscattered energy distribution in front of the three metasurfaces at
14, 20, and 24 GHz.

finely control the distribution of scattered energy in different directions. On the other hand, the
phase profile of a chessboard metasurface phase profile in Fig. 2 (top row) with a 180° phase
shift alternates between two discrete phase values, typically 0° and 180°, across the metasurface.
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                                     (a)                                                                       (b)

Fig. 5. (a) Simulated RCS reduction curves of the three metasurfaces under normal
incidence. (b) Plot illustrating the incident azimuthal and elevation angles used in this paper.

In a chessboard metasurface phase profile, the adjacent meta-atoms are assigned different
phase values, resulting in a chessboard-like pattern. The hybrid phase profile is a combination of
the cubic and chessboard phase profiles as shown in Fig. 2 (top row). The 3D scattering patterns
of the three phase profiles are presented in in Fig. 2 (middle row). Based on the three phase
profiles, three metasurfaces have been designed using the anisotropic meta-atom in the previous
section as shown in Fig. 2 (bottom row). A MATLAB code was used to automatically control
the CST Microwave Studio to construct the three metasurfaces and to compute the scattering
patterns. The backscattering performances of the cubic, chessboard, and hybrid metasurfaces
were investigated using the T-solver of the CST Microwave Studio by computing the 3D scattering
patterns as shown in Fig. 3. For the metasurface with cubic phase profile (top row in Fig. 3), the
incident CP plane wave was backscattered and reflected as a group of focused beams in certain
directions without being severely diffused.

The beams have been concentrated next to each other in a small angular angle, and hence
the magnitude of the reflected patterns is significant. For the chessboard metasurface (middle
row in Fig. 3), the backscattering in the boresight direction has been significantly reduced as
can be seen at the center of the scattering patterns. However, the scattering patterns of the
chessboard metasurface contains four lobes of strong scattering and these strong scattering
lobes limit its use for stealth applications as it will be detected easily by the bistatic radar. To
conclude, the scattering patterns of both cubic and chessboard metasurfaces are not perfect for
stealth applications as it will be detected easily by the bistatic radar. For the hybrid metasurface
design that incorporates both continuous (cubic phase) and discrete (chessboard phase) phase
profiles on the same metasurface, the scattering patterns are displayed in Fig. 3 (bottom row).
As shown the resulted scattering patterns from the combination of two distinct phase profiles
are totally different from those of the cubic and chessboard metasurfaces. It can be seen in
Fig. 3 (bottom row) that the hybrid scattering patterns are significantly diffused in countless
directions and uniformly distributed in the half-plane in front of the hybrid metasurface. It has
been noticed that the strong scattering lobes of the cubic and chessboard scattering patterns have
been suppressed and the hybrid scattering pattern does not have strong scattering in any direction
and the hybrid metasurface design can indeed lead to improved scattering patterns that are more
uniform and well-distributed. This is because the hybrid approach takes advantages of both
distinct phase profiles. For further understanding of the advantages of the hybrid approach, the
2D polar plots at 16 and 22 GHz show how the magnitude of the scattered waves is distributed
across different angles in a circular fashion as shown in Fig. 4(a). When compared to cubic
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        θinc = 15o,  Φinc = 0o                     θinc = 45o,  Φinc = 0o                   θinc = 75o,  Φinc = 0o

      
       θinc = 15o,  Φinc = 0o, 14 GHz       θinc = 45o,  Φinc = 0o, 14 GHz      θinc = 75o,  Φinc = 0o, 14 GHz 

     
      θinc = 15o,  Φinc = 0o, 20 GHz         θinc = 45o,  Φinc = 0o, 20 GHz          θinc = 75o,  Φinc = 0o, 20 GHz

    
      θinc = 15o,  Φinc = 0o, 24 GHz          θinc = 45o,  Φinc = 0o, 24 GHz        θinc = 75o,  Φinc = 0o, 24 GHz 

    

Fig. 6. Simulated backscattered energy distribution of the hybrid phased metasurface under
oblique incidence of a far-field plane wave for θinc = 15°, 45°, and 75° withΦinc = 0°.

and chessboard scattering patterns, the hybrid scattering patterns show a lower scattering in all
directions with suppression of strong scattering lobes. To further emphasize the ability of the
hybrid technique in RCSR, the 2D backscattered energy distribution of the cubic, chessboard,
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        θinc = 15o,  Φinc = 15o                     θinc = 45o,  Φinc = 45o                   θinc = 75o,  Φinc = 75o

     

      θinc = 15o,  Φinc = 15o, 14 GHz     θinc = 45o,  Φinc = 45o, 14 GHz    θinc = 75o,  Φinc = 45o, 14 GHz 

      

      θinc = 15o,  Φinc  = 15o, 20 GHz     θinc = 45o,  Φinc = 45o, 20 GHz        θinc = 75o,  Φinc = 75o, 20 GHz 

       
      θinc = 15o,  Φinc = 15o, 24 GHz     θinc = 45o,  Φinc = 45o, 24 GHz            θinc = 75o,  Φinc = 75o, 24 GHz 

   

Fig. 7. Simulated backscattered energy distribution of the hybrid phased metasurface under
oblique incidence of far-field plane waves with a range of incidence angles: θinc = 15°, 45°,
and 75° withΦinc = 15°, 45°, and 75°.
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and hybrid metasurfaces have been computed at various frequencies using CST Microwave
Studio and the results are shown in Fig. 4(b). It can be seen that for the cubic metasurface,
the far-field scattering patterns with several lobes concentrated in the third quadrant (lower left
portion) of the angular space, which is a common characteristic of cubic phase metasurfaces and
other diffractive optical elements. These lobes are essentially regions of enhanced scattering
intensity that are distributed around the central direction of reflection. A scattering pattern with
four lobes concentrated along the diagonal directions typically indicates a typical behavior of a
chessboard metasurface. The presence of four lobes in the diagonal directions of the scattering
pattern suggests that the design of the chessboard metasurface is causing incident waves to scatter
predominantly in these diagonal angles. For the hybrid metasurface, the backscattered energy has
been well diffused and distributed over all angles which results in a significant RCSR. The RCSR
performance of the three metasurfaces was computed using CST Microwave studio from 12 to
28 GHz when three metasurfaces were normally exposed to far-field CP and LP plane waves as
shown in Fig. 5(a). The RCSR of the chessboard metasurface is less than 10 dB, while the RCSR
of the cubic metasurface fluctuates around the 10 dB level. The hybrid metasurface significantly
reduced the the RCS from 12–28 GHz for normal incidence of a far-field CP and LP radar plane
wave which confirms that the hybrid technique is very powerful for RCSR and insensitive to
polarization of the incoming wave. The RCSR, diffusion performance, and angular stability
of the hybrid metasurface was further investigated under off-normal incidence (the angles are
shown in Fig. 5(b)) of far-field CP plane wave as shown in Fig. 6 when the azimuthalΦinc = 0°
and elevation (θinc) incidence angle were varied from 15° to 75°. While in Fig. 7, both azimuthal
anglesΦinc and θinc were varied from 15° to 75°.

As can be seen in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, the hybrid metasurface show a wide and stable angular
stability forΦinc and θinc <75°. It is worth noting that the bottom row in Fig. 7 shows the RCS
reduction performance at both the frequencies at the edge and the widest angle of incidence.
As observed in the literature, metasurfaces often exhibit different radiation patterns at different
frequencies, but as long as the RCS reduction remains consistently above 10 dB, the results can
be deemed acceptable. It can be seen that the hybrid metasurface has a very stable RCSR and
diffusion characteristics under off-normal incidence of far-field CP plane wave and maintain this
significant RCSR behavior from 12–28 GHz. RCSR of an object under oblique incidence is very
necessary in real world applications where bistatic radar may be used.

4. Fabrication and experimental validation

To validate the hybrid design approach and experimentally verify the RCSR results of the hybrid
metasurface, a prototype was fabricated using the low-cost printed circuit board (PCB) technology,
see Fig. 8(a). The overall dimensions of the fabricated hybrid metasurface are 192× 192× 2.03
mm3. A representative sketch of the reflection measurement setup is shown in Fig. 9(b), in
which two identical horn antennas operating from 10–30 GHz were utilized as a transmitter
(Tx horn) and receiver (Rx horn). The horn antennas were connected the ports of network
analyzer. The reflection from a copper sheet was measured as well and used as a reference
for RCS measurements. The horn antennas and the metasurface under test were placed on the
same height and carefully aligned using laser distance meter (Leica DISTO X3-1). The distance
R between the horn antennas and the metasurface undertest inside the anechoic chamber was
chosen carefully based on the far-field formula (R> 2D2/λ). With D= 192 mm and λ= 25 mm at
12 GHz, R should be greater than 2.9 m, in our paper R was chosen as 3 m. A photograph shows
the measurement setup inside the anechoic chamber is presented in Fig. 8(c). The measured
and simulated RCSR versus frequency results are depicted in Fig. 8(d). The RCSR is greater
than 10 dB from 10 to 28 GHz which confirms the simulation results presented in the previous
section. While our simulated and measured RCSR data demonstrates a commendable level of
consistency, it is essential to acknowledge a slight disparity between the simulated and measured
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       Hybrid Metasurface (200 × 200 mm2)                   

(a)

              
                                  (b)                                                                     (c)

   
(d)

Fig. 8. (a) Photograph of the fabricated hybrid metasurface. (b) A sketch illustrating the
reflection measurement setup. (c) Photograph of the reflection measurement setup inside the
anechoic chamber. (d) The measured and simulated RCSR curve versus frequency.

results. This disparity may be attributed to a combination of factors, including uncertainties
associated with the dielectric constant of the substrate within the operating frequency band,
potential misalignments between the horn antennas and the metasurface during testing within the
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anechoic chamber, as well as variations stemming from the fabrication process, including errors
and tolerances.

To elucidate the diffusion and RCSR performance of the hybrid metasurface, comparison study
was conducted to further emphasize the effectiveness of the hybrid metasurface over other design
approaches in the literature as shown in Table 1. It is noticed that the 10 dB RCSR bandwidth of
the hybrid metasurface exceeds most of those metasurfaces in the literature that were designed
using various approaches. In addition, the hybrid metasurface achieved more than 10 dB of
RCSR with a fractional bandwidth of 80% under both normal and oblique incidences To have a
fair comparison, angular stability for more than 10 dB of RCSR was also compared and as can be
seen in Table 1, the hybrid metasurface maintained a stable diffusion and RCSR performance for
angles up to 75° which is wider than other designs in the literature. In summary, the comparison
table indicates that the hybrid metasurface achieves wideband RCSR while also maintaining
excellent angular stability. In the proposed design strategy, the RCS reduction performance
observed under both normal and oblique incidence angles is a direct outcome of the interplay
between the meta-atom characteristics and the hybrid phase distribution.

Table 1. Performances of the hybrid metasurface in comparison to previous worksa

Ref. RCSR
Mechanism

Periodicity
(λc)

Thickness
(mm)

10 dB
RCSR BW

(GHz)

10 dB
RCSR

FBW (%)

Angular stability
>10 dB RCSR

θinc, Φinc

[30] Diffusion 0.48 2.0 12–23 62.9 N.A., N.A.

[34] Absorption 0.34 2.0 12.3-28.4 78.7 N.A., N.A.

[35] Absorption 0.14 3.5 3.8-6.8 56.6 45°, N.A.

[36] Spiral Coded 0.36 2.0 12.2 -23.4 63.0 60°, N.A.

[37] Diffusion 0.36 1.2 21–38 57.6 45°, N.A.

[38] Chessboard 0.24 1.27 14.5-21.8 40.2 40°, N.A.

[39] Chessboard 0.21 2.0 6.9-9.2 28.3 40°, N.A.

[40] Aperiodic 0.33 2.0 9.3-15.5 50.0 30°, N.A.

[41] Hybrid 0.34 3.23 6.7-19.4 97.9 60°, N.A.

[42] Hybrid 0.43 4.01 11.0-15.5 34.0 30°, N.A.

[43] Hybrid 0.42 2.65 7.5-15.2 76.7 30°, N.A.

This
Work

Hybrid 0.32 2.03 12–28 80.0 75°, 75°

aRef.: Reference, mm: millimeter, (λc): free space wavelength at the centre frequency, BW: bandwidth.

It is worth mentioning that the availability of a design formula for the hybrid phase calculation
will enhance the design speed by avoiding the requirement of lengthy optimization algorithms.
The proposed design is topical with the increased interest in engineered surfaces and metasurfaces
for EM-wave manipulation [44–53].

5. Conclusion

In summary, a novel hybrid design approach that incorporates the cubic and chessboard phase
profiles to achieve significant RCSR and enhanced stealth. The RCS reduction principle of the
hybrid technique is analysed, and the related design formulas are presented. The simulated and
measured results indicate that when the presented hybrid metasurface was illuminated by a CP
plane wave, more than 10 dB of RCSR reduction was achieved in the frequency band from 12 to
28 GHz, with the fractional bandwidth is 80%. In addition, the wideband RCSR performance
is maintained under oblique (off-normal) incidence until the azimuthal and elevation incident
angles increase to 75°, which confirms the excellent angular stability of the hybrid metasurface.
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The proposed hybrid design approach overcomes the shortcomings related to the scattering
patterns of the cubic and chessboard metasurfaces. Furthermore, the hybrid metasurface has a
reduced sensitivity to the angle of incidence which provides more design freedom to develop low
backscattering metasurfaces stealth scenarios. In the proposed design strategy, the RCS reduction
performance observed under both normal and oblique incidence angles is a direct outcome of the
interplay between the meta-atom characteristics and the hybrid phase distribution.
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